LiquidHub Overview
Fueling Digital Transformation

Digital technologies empower customers like never before. Customers expectations have wildly changed, and
as a result customer relationships with brands have also changed. The speed with which customers embrace
new technologies and channels is only getting faster, blindsiding traditional firms that struggle to adapt.
To compete in the age of digital disruption, we help you improve how you engage with your customers while
also driving agility and efficiency through enhanced digital operations, architecture, and innovation. Digital
transformation is necessary to foster creativity and innovation rather than simply enhance and support the
traditional methods.

How are you managing your
operations to control costs
and improve quality?

Does your digital strategy
support your vision and
promote innovation?

What do you know
about your past, present
and future customers?

DISCOVER

UNDERSTAND

MANAGE

ENGAGE

In what ways do
you eﬀectively engage
your customers?

How do you
design compelling
customer experiences?

DESIGN

INSIGHT

ARCHITECT

INTEGRATE

How do you enable the
experiences through
digital architecture?

How do you select,
build, and integrate
your digital solutions?

How do you manage
and analyze data to gain
actionable insights?

Transforming Customer Engagement
At LiquidHub, we focus on customer engagement to transform how you attract, engage, and retain customers.
We understand and value your customers’ experiences, across the entire lifecycle and through every channel.
Our long expertise in Enterprise Architecture and deep roots in complex technology execution, coupled with
deep vertical industry domain expertise and a sense for the customer journey, bring a different perspective to our
clients as they seek to more effectively engage customers across channels.

Simplify Complexity
From plan to run, and anywhere in-between, we manage the complexity
of customer engagement for our clients to help them leverage digital
disruption.
PLAN

Brand | Digital | Technology | Transformation
UI/UX | Media | Personas | Journey Mapping |
Channel Plans | Content | Personalization

DESIGN
ARCHITECT

Enterprise | Business |Application | Technology
| Information | Solution
Platforms | Cloud Development &
Integration | QA & Testing | Deploy

INTEGRATE
LEARN

Analytics | Information | Predictive | Prescriptive |
Performance | Dashboards

RUN

Performance | Media | Reporting | PMO | Vendor |
ADM | Infrastructure | Marketing Ops

Let’s start now.
With innovation at our core, we have the people, process and
technology to transform your business. We’ve built a team of
strategic thinkers, designers, architects, and technologists to
create compelling experiences and transform your business to
address your next-generation needs. With operations in North
America, Asia, and Europe, our team of experts are one call away.

North America

Asia + Europe

Philadelphia

Amsterdam

Atlanta

Bangalore

Boston

Hyderabad

Los Angeles

London

New York City
San Francisco
Wilmington, DE

Award-Winning
LiquidHub has won Forbes’
Most Promising Companies,
Best Places to Work, Executive
Team All-Star Award, Fortune’s
IAOP Philadelphia Business
Journal’s Largest Consulting
Companies, Inc. 500’s Fast
Company, Interactive Media
Awards (IMAs), W3, and other
awards.
These awards are a testament
to the hard work and dedication
of each and every one of our
Associates around the globe.

Contact Us
LiquidHub is a digital integrator that partners with businesses to improve customer engagement and drive growth. With operations in North America, Asia, and Europe, we serve companies globally, helping them solve their most complex challenges through
technology innovation. Our customer successes are the result of a culture rooted in thought leadership and delivery excellence.
For more information about LiquidHub, please visit www.liquidhub.com or call us at 484.654.1400.
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